
String Fusion Trick
CONTENT AREA

Content/Theme Week: Week 7/Games & Magic

Grade Levels: All Ages

Time Needed: Video runtime + practice time
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MATERIALS

1 piece of butcher twine or 
similar string

PROCEDURE

What this trick looks like: This trick makes it seem like you can 
magically fuse two separate strings together! It should look like you 
hold two separate pieces of string and pinch one end of each string 
together, and reveal that they have magically attached to each 
other to become one long string.

Method: The secret to this trick is that there is only ever one piece 
of string - you only pretend that there are two separate pieces. This 
is done by pulling apart the string in the middle to make two fake 
ends and holding the strings over the point where they split apart.
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1 Bending The Cards: Fold the string in half to find the middle 
point of the string. You will notice that one string is actually 
made up of several smaller strings. Our goal is to separate 
these smaller strings into even halves so that we can make two 
fake ends in the middle of the string. 
 After you pull the middles apart, they will probably try to   
 twist themselves back together - this is okay and will help 
 make the fake ends look real.
 Twist the fake ends that you have made so that they look 
 more like real string ends.
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2 Holding the string the right way: Hold the strings by 
pinching over the point where the two connect. This hides the 
point where they connect and will help make your audience 
believe that there are two strings and not just one.

Fusing the strings Final reveal

3 Fusing the (fake) two strings together: All that you have 
to do to make the strings look like they fuse together is pull on 
an end of the strings as you hide the middle while you pretend 
to melt the two fake ends together. If you want, you can have 
someone else pull the two real ends of the string while you pre-
tend to melt the fake ends in the middle.
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